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ADFAS MELBOURNE – YOUNG ARTS PROJECTS 

 

When researching Young Arts projects to support in Melbourne our criteria was to support local organisations 

"that inspire young people with a lasting enthusiasm for the arts, an awareness of our arts heritage and its 

conservation and to expand the horizons of young people through their involvement in creative activity" 

 

ADFAS Melbourne annually provides Scholarships valued at $1,000 each to two students at Broadmeadows 

School who are involved in the Melbourne Symphony Orchestra (MSO) Pizzicato Effect program.  The ADFAS 

Melbourne Scholarships offer the two senior students the opportunity to develop their instrumental skills and 

general musicality on a deeper level accessing and engaging with the broader arts landscape and taking all-

important steps towards a lifelong involvement with music.  The individual lessons build upon many years of 

important foundational work in The Pizzicato Effect’s group lesson-based environment.  The benefits of specialist 

tuition from members of the MSO are apparent and impressive to see at regular concert performances to which 

students’ families and ADFAS Melbourne members are invited. 

 

ADFAS Melbourne also supports Polyglot Theatre with $2,000 annually. 

 

Polyglot Theatre is Australia's leading creator of interactive and participatory theatre for children and families.  

Inspired by artwork, play and the children’s ideas, they create imagined worlds where children actively participate 

through touch, play and encounter to create theatre and film.  Polyglot’s work has always offered an inclusive 

experience with flexibility and strong sensory focus.  This has led to their growing specialisation in working with 

children with disabilities, an under-served audience. 

 

Both Polyglot Theatre and the MSO Pizzicato Effect are artistic organisations that encompass children from a wide 

range of ethnic and socio-economic backgrounds where their involvement in the arts may not otherwise be 

financially possible. 

 


